WILD PHOTOGRAPHY HOLIDAYS

WILD
SEA
SCAPES
OF NORTH SPAIN
HIGHLIGHTS

INTRODUCTION

The whole of North Spain’s Asturian and Galician coast

•

Outstanding seascapes

This workshop is for those of us who love being close to

is littered with outstanding sea-landscapes comprising

•

Wild empty beaches

the sea. Most photographers have a deep fascination and

wild beaches, fabulous rock formations, sea stacks,

•

Sea stacks and arches

connection to these vast expanses of water that stretch

arches, caves and turquoise seas. We will concentrate on

•

Picturesque fishing villages

endlessly, seemingly to the edge of the world. This mag-

a relatively small but very scenic part. Although this area

•

Authentic working harbours

netic draw often begins as a child, exploring an exciting

is very accessible, it is a total enigma outside of Spain.

•

Lighthouses

world of mysterious rock pools with darting sea

The beaches are in many cases are quite hard to access

•

Abandoned villages

creatures, collecting shells, dancing in waves and mar-

without local knowledge. The whole area has a gentle

•

Eo River estuary

velling at patterns in the sand; it is a totally absorbing

simplicity and in many ways seems like a land that time

•

Macro photography

activity. The nostalgia, and sense of possibility of the

forgot. The local people are kind, laid back and fun lov-

•

Low light photography

seashore has for many of us a deep emotional pull that

ing. English is very little spoken and the Spanish spoken

•

Long exposure photography

can lead us to some tremendously inspired and inspiring

here has either an Asturian or Galician dialect. We have

•

Well located hotels

images.

chosen three lovely hotels that are very well placed for

•

Delicious traditional food

our best wild seascape locations. First stop is Cudillero,
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Low Light and Long Exposure Photography
The ebb and flow of the sea is such a hypnotic motion.
There will be many opportunities capture the gentle
ghostly movement of water that many photographers
love. We will teach you how to capture the movement of
the sea in a way that is both creative and pleasing to
you. The opportunity for low light and long exposure photography will present itself at sunrise, sunset and sometimes cloudy days. We will learn how to effectively compose seascapes using ND filters and cable release comknown within Asturias as one of its most picturesque
fishing villages. Our second base is a stylish and pretty
hotel close to the fishing port of Luarca. Our third Barreiros is just over the border in Galicia. Here our hotel is
quiet literally overlooking the sea. This coastal workshop
has been an absolute joy for us to create and we are truly
excited to share it with you.
ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHY
Macro Photography
There will be great scope for macro photography. In addition to the spring flowers adorning the cliffs and mead-

bined with all the appropriate camera settings.
LOCATIONS
The itinerary below does not give a day by day account of
our photographic locations. We will be very flexible and
are to a large extent dependent on the tides, weather,
sunrises and sunsets. Needless to say our main focus as
always is lots of photography in as many great locations
as possible during this workshop. There will be quality
tuition in the field and help with post processing. We are
always happy to return to locations more than once if
needed.

DAILY ITINERARY
Day 1–3: Arrive and Transfer to Hotel in Cudillero
Our first meeting as a group for introductions and a trip
briefing will be at our hotel in Cudillero at 19:30. The
local airport is Oviedo, Asturias (OVD) and is well served
with flights from Europe. Please contact the office if you
require further information. We will include transfers to
the hotel meeting flights coming into Asturias Airport
between 11:00 and 18:30 on Day 1. If you are arriving
outside of these times taxis are available at the airport
and cost around 25€.
Cudillero is known within Asturias as one of its most pic-

ows, the beaches are rife with opportunities for macro

turesque fishing villages. Colourful houses are squashed

and creative abstracts. As the tide recedes the exposed

together and piled on top of each other. Topped with rust

rocky bottom creates a labyrinth of rock pools which are

coloured terracotta roofs they are built on a mishmash of

teeming with sea life. Walking over the rocks, you will

steep terraces that tumble down to a tiny harbour with

encounter anemones, starfish, sea snails, aquatic plants,

turquoise water and bobbing boats. Many of these tradi-

fish, barnacles and more. The strikingly coloured rocks

tional Asturian houses are crumbling and abandoned.

with various coloured strata and smooth pebble beaches

Essentially a fishing town, late afternoon the boats come

will give hours of absorbing macro photography.

back in with their catch and they head to the market to
auction them off. Along the walls by the harbour we
sometimes find lines of fish called ‘curadillos’ stretched
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and hanging in the sun to dry. The village is famous for

Days 4–5: Luarca, Asturias

is just a couple of minutes walk from one of our most

eating fish and drinking Cider. Our lovely traditional hotel

This morning after sunrise and breakfast we leave for our

striking beach locations. Portizuelo beach is surrounded

is right here in the midst of the village just a stones

second base close to the fishing port of Luarca. The har-

by really high vertical cliffs with superb rock formations

throw from the harbour. We spend our first three nights

bour facing buildings in this pretty little town have white

and the most iconic rock structures to be found any-

here and return for the last night making it very straight-

rendered facades and grey slate tiled roofs giving Luarca

where. The locals call it “El óleo furao” which means

forward to transfer to and from the airport of Asturias

an orderly but "old world" appearance. Away from the

“The pierced rock” A few miles along the coast we find

which is just 15 minutes away.

port area and into the heart of the old town, Luarca has

Campiecho Beach where we have literally spent hours

We are very well placed for the excellent photography in

some narrow and winding streets with the occasional

exploring. The most striking features are natural caves,

and around the village. Close by are several beaches and

plaza plus some very old buildings. Our small hotel, loc-

pointed sea stacks and fabulous rock pools.

seascapes for us to explore and photograph including

ated just outside the town is a tastefully restored farm

Hotel (B,D,L)

Playa de Silence and the rocky and little visited beach of

house with cool marble floors and elegant relaxing

Gueirúa. The latter has some outrageous rock architec-

rooms. Set in its own steep pretty valley this small hotel

ture, the most photographed look remarkably like Godz-

is surrounded by trees and open pastures where owner

illa rising from the sea.

Daniel’s sheep roam freely. The food is delicious, organic

Hotel (B,D,L)

and local. We will be lucky enough to have the hotel to
ourselves. We could not ask for a better located hotel, it
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Day 6–7: As Catedrais, Galicia
Our third base and hotel is in the municipality of Galicia
close to the lively port town Ribadeo. The Ría de Ribadeo separates Galicia from Asturias. The old town of
Ribadeo between Plaza de España and the harbour is an

attractive mix of handsome old galleried and stone

a final exploration of Cudillero harbour and a glass of

houses. Praia As Catedrais ten kilometres away, is one of

wine before our last celebratory dinner together.

Galicia’s most spectacular strands. It has been described

Hotel (B,D,L)

as one of the most beautiful beaches in the world, it is

Day 9: Homeward Flights

certainly very popular. In high season and during Easter

This morning our trip finishes after breakfast. Your return

this beach requires a permit. We have timed our trip

flights will probably be at different times today. You will

carefully to fall after Easter and before the summer sea-

be free to leave at any time during this day, although

son starts when permits are not required. Our modern

there will be an 11:00 AM checkout from the hotel. If

hotel sits atop a small cliff and overlooks a lovely beach.

you have homeward flights mid morning then we will

Each of our rooms will have a terrace looking out to the

transfer you to the airport. If not then you will need to

sea. It is just a five minute drive from our hotel to the

get a taxi.

main attraction which is the rock formations on As

(B)

Catedrais beach. The weird and wonderful rock formations are magical and they do resemble Gothic cathed-

SPECIAL FITNESS CONSIDERATIONS

rals. Our photography here will be to a certain extent

It is important to note that guests signing up for this trip

dictated by the tides. We have chosen neaps moving into

should be relatively fit, the paths down to some of the

springs allowing us some good photographic windows at

beaches are steep. The beaches themselves are often

the right time of the day. Wellingtons (waterproof boots)

rocky and it will sometimes be necessary to move around

will be a must. We have enjoyed and had success photo-

on uneven and rocky terrain with camera bags and tri-

graphing from both the beach and from the cliffs above.

pods. For advice and clarification contact the office.

Hotel (B,D,L)
Day 8: Los Oscos and Cudillero

JOINING ARRANGEMENTS AND TRANSFERS

This morning we will start our journey back to Cudillero

The local airport is Oviedo, Asturias (OVD) and is well

with a detour into the heart of the Asturian countryside

served with flights from Europe. Please contact the office

where we find Los Oscos a forgotten land of abandoned

if you require further information. We will provide trans-

villages and architecture that seems somewhat medieval.

fers to the hotel meeting flights coming into Asturias

There is a definite Celtic influence here. On the way back

Airport between 11:00 and 18:30 on Day 1.

down to the coast we visit the estuary of the Eo River

If you are arriving/departing outside our official transfer

which has been declared a reserve for its marine ecosys-

times, taxis will be available at both the airport and the

tem and is one of the most important wetlands in the

hotel. They cost around 25€ each way.

North of Spain for its concentration of birdlife and waterfowl. We arrive back at our hotel early evening in time for
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OUTDOOR TRAVEL
This is an outdoor travel photography holiday and the
itinerary will be dependent on the vagaries of the weather, local conditions and other variables. Wild Photography Holidays may use their discretion to change the
itinerary should conditions dictate this; your health,
safety and enjoyment will always be our primary concern
when making such changes.
MORE QUESTIONS?
While we hope that this information has answered most
WHAT’S INCLUDED

of your questions about the holiday, we know it will not

•

8 nights accommodation

give you all the information you need. If you have any

•

8 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 8 dinners

more questions, please get in touch. Talking to us on the

•

Wine with dinner

phone (we will always call you back) can often be a

•

All in country transport

quick way of sorting out individual questions. It also

•

Photographic tutors

helps us to get to know each other before the holiday.

•

Airport transfers
BOOKING THIS HOLIDAY

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED

Contact us through our website where you can also fill in
the online booking form, or phone +44 (0)1630 647828

•

International flights

•

Alcoholic beverages except for some wine with meals

•

Snacks, soft drinks and hot beverages

LINKS

•

Travel Insurance

View images and information for this tour on the website.
Read about our approach to teaching photography

PARTNERS
Non-photographer partners will be very welcome although this is primarily a photography holiday. We also
visit some very beautiful and relaxing places. If any participants do not wish to join the walks/photographic sessions they will be able to relax in and around the accommodation. The cost will be the same for photographers and non-photographer.
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